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Taking your flash off-camera marks a milestone on your 
journey to becoming a great photographer. It means you 
are ready to take control and shape light. You are no longer 
content simply depicting things. You want to create them 
yourself.

Now, there are many flashes out there that can be placed 
off-camera. But there is only one Off-Camera Flash system. 
No other solution will make this transition as easy, while at 
the same time providing you with such creative freedom.

Flip these pages and we will explain why.

OFF-CAMERA 
FLASH
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All Profoto Off-Camera Flashes offer full TTL operation with 
both Canon and Nikon cameras.

Canon shooters attach the Air Remote TTL-C to their  
camera’s hot shoe, Nikon shooters the Air Remote TTL-N. 
Then point and shoot, and the off-camera flash will  
automatically adjust its light output to provide you with  
the perfect exposure.

It is as easy as it sounds.

WITH TTL
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Profoto Off-Camera Flashes make light shaping easy.  
With TTL and intuitive buttons and controls, they allow you 
to forget what is behind the camera and focus on what is  
in front of it.

Since the system was designed with as few parts as possible, 
you can forget about struggling with tons of gear. One  
camera, one flash, one remote and one Light Shaping Tool 
– that is all you need.

WITH EASE
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You can never know when that perfect moment is going to 
happen right in front of your lens. The only thing you can do 
is to always be prepared. That is why speed is important.

Profoto Off-Camera Flashes are fast and will easily keep up 
with your camera, shooting at speeds of up to twenty flashes 
per second.

Speed also equals short flash duration. With a Profoto  
Off-Camera Flash, you will not only be able to capture the 
moment, you will also be able to freeze it in time with  
absolute sharpness.

Also note that all Off-Camera Flashes have High-Speed Sync 
(HSS) functionality, giving you full control of the  
available light.

WITH SPEED
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Ever been frustrated by the fact that a clear sky equals bad 
weather for photography? Or perhaps you have experienced 
the opposite – not enough light to get the shot you want?

Neither is a problem with Profoto Off-Camera Flashes. At 
5-10 times as powerful as the average speedlight, they en-
able you to overpower the sun on a sunny day as well as light 
up larger backgrounds and areas.

If that is not enough, switch to High-Speed Sync (HSS) Mode 
and get that perfect deep blue sky even when shooting with 
large apertures.

WITH POWER
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Profoto’s Off-Camera Flashes have built-in reflectors that 
create a wide and even light spread that stands well on its 
own. But that is only the start. The real magic happens when 
you add a Light Shaping Tool.

There is an assortment of compact and portable OCF Light 
Shaping Tools to choose from, including OCF softboxes, OCF 
barndoors, OCF grids and OCF snoots. In addition, there is 
the entire family of Profoto Light Shaping Tools that have 
made Profoto the leader in professional photography.

In total, more than 150 tools are available to choose from. 
With the Profoto Off-Camera Flash system, light shaping is 
easy and limitless.

WITH LIGHT 
SHAPING
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WITH TTL. WITHOUT CORDS. 
Since its release in 2013, the B1 has taken the photographic 
community by storm. With TTL, with HSS, without any 
cords, and with 10 times the power of the average speed-
light, the B1 makes great light easy.

WITH TTL 
Set the light in a flash. It is as easy as it sounds. 

WITHOUT CORDS 
Go wherever you want to go and shoot without restraints.

WITH POWER 
Ten times as powerful as the average speedlight.

WITH SPEED
Fast enough to keep up with your camera.

WITH LIGHT SHAPING
Choose from more than 150 Light Shaping Tools.

WITH HSS
Get a perfect exposure at any aperture or shutter speed.

WITH TTL. ON OR OFF-CAMERA.  
Shooting with the B2 is shooting with all options at hand.  
Use it on or off-camera. Carry it with you or put it on a 
stand. Use it on its own or together with one or several B1 
Off-Camera Flashes and Light Shaping Tools. 

WITH TTL
Set the light in a flash. It is as easy as it sounds.

ON OR OFF-CAMERA
Mount it on a stand or on a bracket on your camera.

WITH PORTABILITY
Mount it on your camera and stay moving.  

WITH SPEED
Fast enough to keep up with your camera.

WITH LIGHT SHAPING
Choose from more than 150 Light Shaping Tools.

WITH HSS
Get a perfect exposure at any aperture or shutter speed.

THE B1 THE B2
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THE AirTTL 
SYSTEM
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The Off-Camera Flash system is tied together by the wireless 
radio system AirTTL.

AIR REMOTE TTL-C & AIR REMOTE TTL-N
AirTTL offers full TTL operation with both Canon and Nikon 
cameras. Attach the remote to the camera’s hot shoe, then 
point and shoot. The off-camera flash will automatically 
adjust its light output to provide you with the perfect 
exposure. It is as easy as it sounds.

For more precise control, switch to Hybrid Mode. This  
allows you to first shoot with TTL to get a technically perfect 
exposure, and then switch to Manual Mode with the same 
readings and settings and do whatever creative adjustments 
you feel like doing. It is a huge time saver. 

AirTTL also includes patent-pending Profoto High-Speed Sync 
technology, making it fast and easy to do fast paced action 
shots or daylight backlit portraits with large apertures.

AIR REMOTE & AIR SYNC
The standard Air Remote and Air Sync can be used to wire-
lessly control and sync the B2 from any camera with a hot 
shoe. There will be no TTL and HSS functionality, but the 
sensation of shooting without any cords is the same.

AIR REMOTE TTL-C
(CANON)

AIR REMOTE TTL-N
(NIKON)

AIR SYNC

AIR REMOTE
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Lorendit, omni am excerum eaquam, consequunti 
cum nus samus dollescius, coriaestiunt qui comnim-
pores aspelle cullessitat mincium aut officipsapit 
porita et vernate veresto riberiae remque volo dis 
corepero. 

Offici coreprae amendig enditatus adis quaector 
aut laut lam incider chitas incilla tiaepta tiaspella 
verrovita cupistrum fugiae nos molupti aute dolene 
voloreratium eati voluptam et, inctasimet eaquam 
cus esequid eruntemporro beatior iantest que vol-
laut essimus.

Ebit iur re parunti doluptatur accumquod milit qui 
dendes et omnimped everemquas quisto ipsanit.
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Profoto’s Off-Camera Flashes have built-in reflectors that 
create a wide and even light spread that stand well on their 
own. But that is only the start. The real magic happens when 
you add a Light Shaping Tool.

We are extra proud of our Compact, portable and easy-to-
use OCF Light Shaping Tools, tailor-made for on-location 
photography. Below are some of the most popular.

OCF SOFTBOXES
Creates a soft and flattering light. Available in four models: 
strip, square, rectangular and octagonal. Fast, lightweight 
and super easy to set up. Optional softgrids control the light 
spread.

OCF GRID KIT
Attach any of the three grids included in the kit in front of 
the off-camera flash to reduce its light spread to either 10°, 
20° or 30°.

OCF SNOOT
Drastically reduces the light spread to create a crisp and 
direct light with almost no spill light.

THE LIGHT
SHAPING
TOOLS

OCF BARNDOOR
Adjust the four barn doors individually, rotate the entire tool 
360° on the flash head, and control and shape light in an 
almost infinite number of ways.

UMBRELLA DEEP S & M
Small and handy umbrellas with a deeper shape for a 
broader range of possibilities. Available in white, silver and 
translucent versions.

COLLAPSIBLE REFLECTORS
Shape sunlight or bounce flash light. It is light shaping in  
its most uncomplicated form!

+ 120 OTHER TOOLS
In total, there are more than 150 Light Shaping Tools  
available. Learn more at www.profoto.com/offcameraflash

OCF SOFTBOXES

OCF GRID KIT OCF SNOOT OCF BARNDOOR

COLLAPSIBLE REFLECTORSUMBRELLA DEEP S UMBRELLA DEEP M
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Lorendit, omni am excerum eaquam, consequunti 
cum nus samus dollescius, coriaestiunt qui comnim-
pores aspelle cullessitat mincium aut officipsapit 
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dendes et omnimped everemquas quisto ipsanit.
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B1 LOCATION KIT
Contains 2 x B1 Off-Camera Flashes, 1 x tailor-made Back-
pack M, 2 x rechargeable Li-Ion Batteries, 1 x Fast Charger 
4.5A and 1 x Car Charger 1.8A.

B1 500 AirTTL Kit
Contains 1 x B1 Off-Camera Flash, 1 x tailor-made Bag XS 
for protecting the flash during storage and transport, 1 x 
rechargeable Li-Ion Battery and 1 x Battery Charger 2.8A.

B2 TO-GO KIT
Contains 1 x B2 Off-Camera Flash, 1 x B2 Head, 1 x Li-Ion 
Battery, 1 x Battery Charger 2.8A and 1 x B2 Carrying Bag, 
packed in the custom B2 Location Bag.

B2 LOCATION KIT
Contains 1 x B2 Off-Camera Flash, 2 x B2 Heads, 2 x Li-Ion 
Batteries, 1 x Battery Charger 2.8A and 1 x B2 Carrying 
Bag, packed in the custom B2 Location Bag.

EXTENSION CABLE 3M
With the extension Cable 3m connected, you can position 
the B2 Head up to three meters away from the pack without 
noticeably compromising performance.

THE KITS &
ACCESSORIES

B1 OR B2 SPARE BATTERY 
Get yourself a spare battery and save yourself the trouble of 
having to worry about running out of power. Provides 215 
full-power flashes.

BATTERY CHARGER 2.8A
Standard charger that fully recharges the B1’s battery in 
two hours and the B2’s in one hour. 

FAST CHARGER 4.5A
Fast charger that fully recharges the B1’s battery in only one 
hour! (The Fast Charger should not be used with the B2.)

CAR CHARGER 1.8A
Plugs into a standard car cigarette connector and recharges 
the B1’s battery in just two hours and the B2’s in one hour. 

BAG XS
Protects the B1 and its accessories during storage and trans-
port. Can also house cameras, lenses and other equipment.

BACKPACK M
Travel with comfort to your on-location shoot. Fits two B1 
Off-Camera Flashes plus accessories and two stands. 

B2 CARRYING BAG
A handy little bag that houses and protects the B2 battery 
pack. Carry it on your belt or shoulder or hang it on a stand.

B2 LOCATION BAG
A shoulder bag that fits both battery pack and two heads. 
Stands and umbrellas can be attached outside the bag with  
a clever strap system.

B2 LOCATION KIT

B2 TO-GO KIT

EXTENSION CABLE 3M

B2 LI-ION BATTERY

BATTERY CHARGER 2.8A

CAR CHARGER 1.8A

B2 LOCATION BAG

B2 CARRYING BAG

B1 LI-ION BATTERY

B1 500 AirTTL KIT

B1 LOCATION KIT

FAST CHARGER 4.5A

BACKPACK M

BAG XS
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Wedding photographer Sal Cincotta knows a great location 
when he sees one. The first time he visited the Great Wall in 
China, he knew he would one day return, this time with  
cameras, lights and a plan. 

Far from a romantic journey, Sal describes the trip to the Great 
Wall as a “boat, plane, train, trolley, cab, and lots of walking 
sort of deal. It isn’t near anything. It’s extremely remote.  
You have to pack light and need to understand that you’re not  
going to be carrying more than about 20kg of gear with you.”

One thing Sal has learned over the years is that he doesn’t 
need big lights. He needs power. “The B2 Heads are about the 
same weight and mass as my speedlights, but they output  
4 to 5 times the light,” he says.

AT THE 
GREAT WALL 
WITH SOME 
GREAT 
LIGHTS

Sal and his assistants also benefited from the fact that all OCF 
Light Shaping Tools packs away equally well. “We had one 
backpack for the lighting, and the other backpack for the  
cameras and everything else,” says Sal.

The logistics of capturing these images were not the easiest. 
In addition to a sun playing peek-a-boo with the clouds as it 
dipped towards the horizon, there was a constant stream of 
pedestrian traffic with few breaks in the flow. 

“The idea of setting up stands and holding up traffic while 
you’re busy yourself calling out flash readings is totally out of 
the question,” says Sal. 

Sal and his team solved this by having the assistant hold a B2 
Head outfitted with an OCF Softbox 2x3’ just out of picture 
range. Shooting in TTL Mode, Sal captured the full series of 
images using a Canon EOS-1DX equipped with an Air Remote 
TTL-C for fully automatic, wireless control. He used a Canon 
EF 50mm/f1.2L USM lens. The exposure was in most cases  
set to 1/125th-second at f/8.0. The ISO was set to 500.

“The TTL in combination with the 250Ws of power that the 
B2 puts out is unprecedented,” says Sal. “It’s made my life as 
a photographer so much easier.”

Watch the video from the shoot at: 
www.profoto.com/offcameraflash
See more of Sals’s work at: www.salcincotta.com
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The term ‘location’ can mean warm, sunny days under clear 
blue skies or a cold, damp warehouse with no place to plug in 
the lights. For photographer Dixie Dixon, a recent high-fashion 
bridal shoot at the McKinney Cotton Mill in McKinney, Texas, 
took the latter track. Built in 1910 and shuttered in 1969,  
the structure has seen better days. 

“The place is huge and there are hardly any outlets,” says 
Dixie. “There wasn’t much in the way of heat either, and the 
drafty chill of the overcast day could be felt throughout the 
building. They couldn’t do much about the ambient tempera-
tures, but they could do something about the ambient light. 
Without wasting time they began setting up their lights. 

After assessing the situation Dixie decided to make use of 
the cooler, diffused ambient window light that filled the room 

HIGH 
WEDDING 
FASHION IN AN 
OLD, DUSTY 
MILL

and mix it with the neutral tonality of her flashes. For a main 
light they used a B1 Off-Camera Flash with an Umbrella Deep 
White S, which Dixie finds ‘soft enough yet contrasty enough’ 
to capture the details of the gown and flattering skin tones. 

She then added a second B1 with a Softlight Reflector White 
as a rim light. Finally, a bare-bulb B1 was set up facing the 
camera to backlight the strings of small crystals that Dixie  
suspended in front of her lens to create the random, out-of-
focus specula highlights that add a playful dash of mystery 
into the image. 

Shooting with a Nikon D810 with a Nikon AF DC-Nikkor 
135mm/f2.0D lens and an Air Remote TTL-N for TTL and 
wireless manual control, the final exposure were set to 
1/200th-second at f/4.0, ISO 200. 

“My assistants really love the B1s,” laughs Dixie. “They’re 
easy to travel with and the batteries seem to last forever even 
when shooting all day long. The Light Shaping Tools are easy 
to maneuver, and they set up and break down quickly, which 
is especially important when you’re shooting models in cold, 
drafty cotton mills.”

Watch the video from the shoot at: 
www.profoto.com/offcameraflash
See more of Dixie’s work at: www.dixiedixon.com

          
            >>   
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So you think your last shoot was challenging? Well, try  
shooting on top of a snowy alpine summit in -20°C with  
screaming winds, occasional fog and clouds with snowfall.

“The client wanted images in the same style as car ads,”  
says Michael Mueller – fearless photographer and dauntless  
adventurer in equal measures. “They wanted clean, super  
perfect images with blue skies and white mountain tops.  
Being a brand for serious athletes, it was also important that the 
images showed a real challenge. We couldn’t make it easy for 
ourselves. We had to climb high and shoot real athletes doing  
real things.”

Said and done. Michael and his team packed their bags and  
went to Pontresina in the Swiss Alps. With them they brought  
B1 Off-Camera Flashes, TeleZoom Reflectors and  
Zoom Reflectors.

            >>

HOW 
MUELLER 
KEEPS HIS 
COOL AT -20°C
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Lorendit, omni am excerum eaquam, consequunti 
cum nus samus dollescius, coriaestiunt qui comnim-
pores aspelle cullessitat mincium aut officipsapit 
porita et vernate veresto riberiae remque volo dis 
corepero. 

Offici coreprae amendig enditatus adis quaector 
aut laut lam incider chitas incilla tiaepta tiaspella 
verrovita cupistrum fugiae nos molupti aute dolene 
voloreratium eati voluptam et, inctasimet eaquam 
cus esequid eruntemporro beatior iantest que vol-
laut essimus.

Ebit iur re parunti doluptatur accumquod milit qui 
dendes et omnimped everemquas quisto ipsanit.

“The weather was far from ideal,” says Michael. “It was very 
unstable. One minute it was blowing up to a storm, the next it 
was so foggy you couldn’t see more than 20 meters in front of 
you. We had just tiny windows of time when the skies cleared 
and we could shoot. In three whole days we got only five hours 
worth of shooting!”

So Michael and his team had to work fast to seize the  
opportunities they had. Lights were quickly placed far from 
the subjects not to be shown in frame. TeleZoom Reflectors – 
which are great at throwing lots of light over long distances, 
were added to the lights furthest away. Zoom Reflectors were 
added to the closer positioned lights, allowing the team to 
zoom and shape the light not to hit the highly reflective  
snow cover.

On a final note, anyone who has experienced their cellphone 
battery suddenly die at below zero temperatures is probably 
curious to know how the flash batteries survived the extreme 
conditions.

“I can let you in on the secret,” laughs Michael. “We went to 
the supermarket and got some plastic bags for storing frozen 
food. We put the spare batteries in these, together with  
ordinary ski boot heaters. The batteries inserted into the 
flashes, on the other hand, got warm simply by being used. 
In fact, we didn’t use most of the spare batteries. I was quite 
impressed by that.”

Read the full story at: www.profoto.com/offcameraflash
See more of Michael’s work at: www.kme-studios.com
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B1 500 AirTTL
Max energy: 500Ws
Energy range: 9 f-stops (2-500Ws)
Recycling time: 0.1-1.9 (Quick burst up to 20 flashes/second)
Max modeling light (W): 20W LED (Output equivalent to 70W Halogen)
Flash duration Normal mode (t0.5): 1/11,000s (2Ws) - 1/1,000s (500Ws)
Flash duration Freeze mode (t0.5): 1/19,000s (2Ws) - 1/1,000s (500Ws)
Guide number @ 2 m, 100 ISO with Magnum Reflector: 45 2/10
Input power supply: Exchangeable Lithium-Ion Battery 14.4V/3Ah
Battery capacity: Up to 220 full power flashes
Radio sync & control: Yes, built in AirTTL supporting wireless sync,control and TTL  
(Requires Air Remote TTL. Sold separately.)

B2 250 AirTTL 
Max energy: 250Ws
Energy range: 9 f-stop (2.0-10.0 ; 1/256-1/1)
Recycling time: 0.03-1.35 s (Quick burst up to 20 flashes/second)
Flash duration Normal mode (t0.5): 1/9,300 s (1Ws) - 1/1,000 s (250Ws)
Flash duration Freeze mode (t0.5): 1/15,000 s (1Ws) - 1/1,000 s (250Ws)
Guide number @ 2m / 100 ISO with Magnum Reflector: 32 2/10
Battery capacity: Up to 215 full power flashes
Radio sync & control: Yes, built in AirTTL supporting wireless sync, control and TTL. 
(Requires Air Remote TTL. Sold separately.)

B2 HEAD
Modeling light: LED 9W (Equivalent of 50W Halogen)

AIR REMOTE TTL-C & AIR REMOTE TTL-N 
Frequency band: 2.4 GHz
No. of Channels: 8 (1-8)
Wireless range: Up to 300 m / 1,000 ft
Power Input: 2xAAA Alkaline
Battery Life: Up to 30 hours
-
Weight: 90 g (3.2 oz) including batteries
Dimensions: 77 x 60 x 40 mm (3.0 x 2.3 x 1.6’’)
-
Air Remote TTL-C connections: Canon hot shoe
Air Remote TTL-N connections: Nikon hot shoe

TECHNICAL
DATA

B1 500 AirTTL
Weight: 3 kg (6.6 lbs) including batteries
Dimensions: Length 31 cm (12.2”), 
height 21 cm (8.3”), diameter 14 cm (5.5”)

B2 HEAD
Weight: 0.7 kg (1.5 lbs)
Dimensions: Diameter 10 cm (3.9”), length 10.3 cm (4.0”)

B2 250 AirTTL
Weight: 1.6 kg (3.5 lbs) including battery 

Dimensions: Width 16 cm (6.3”), 
length 8 cm (3.1”), height 17 cm (6.7”)




